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FrOm ThE EdiTOr
Going against the grain is an idiom that often times takes on negative connota-
tions.  Similar, more positive, idiomatic expressions include swimming upstream, 
going against the tide, or it takes all kinds.  The idiom can be found in real world 
usage in woodworking.  Planing wood against the grain will lead to splintering 
of the wood and a rough surface.  The implication is that not only is the pro-
cess difficult but it is also less desirable.  The phrase actually comes from William 
Shakespeare’s Coriolanus, from the character Sicinius.  He says to Brutus, “Say, 
you chose him; More after our commandment than as guided; By your own 
true affections, and that your minds; Preoccupied with what you rather must 
do; Than what you should, made you against the grain; To voice him consul: lay 
the fault on us.”  For our purposes here, going against the grain reflects on en-
during something unpleasant or going against expectations to get a better re-
sult.  All of the works contained here are examples of endurance through great 
difficulties, times when life was not so easy, and yet something more desirable 
came about because of the process of GOING AGAINST THE GRAIN.  
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Everyone is different.  Everyone 
has their own quirks and idio-
syncrasies that set them apart 

from everyone else.  Normal is 
nothing more than an illusion 
created by you modeled off 

the ideal and falsities of other 
people.  So be real, be genuine, 
be true, be yourself, embrace 

who you are. 
 

Luke Hentz, Junior
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Ben Flowers, Junior
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We often find ourselves becoming complacent
It’s in these moments where we find out

who we are
Once we become comfortable

It takes a lot to work hard, but a lot more
To make ourselves work hard

Eventually the crossroads arrives
Will we stay complacent?

Or will we take that one step towards 
Something greater?

Ultimately, that decision is up to you,
But I implore you to think

About what could be, if you have the courage
To take that one step.  

Stephen Schaeper, Sophomore

COmpLACENCy

Twenty-four, the time passes
bound by dusk and dawn

guiding schedules of the masses
it’s here and then it’s gone

Twenty-four, never twice the same
hold onto it if you may

but a wild beast that can be tamed
one could never “seize the day”

Jacob Schulte, Sophomore
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Peace to the Fallen
Never is rain so bleak and so sullen

As rain on soldiers’ caskets laid in sod.
Droplets cling to men and women fallen.

The rain, dear mourners, are the tears of God.

Rifles’ bursts permeate the air,
The twenty-one-gun rat-a-tat-tat.

“Taps” is played, so pristine, so fair,
O’er valiant fighters claimed in combat.

But shed no tears and be not of grief.
Their temporal suff ’rings are through.

They have attained cherubic relief,
An angelic, blithe retinue.

Although we walk through fields of blood,
Facing death till all is won,

We are all each other’s family,

We spouses, daughters, and sons.
Joseph Kiely, Sophomore
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Maxx Ruth, Grade 4
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When you don’t want to listen
To what one has to say

Don’t stay sittin’
Just walk away

What is said
Shouldn’t get you hurt

And what is read
Is what some will learn

What you say can be true
And some people will hate
But what they do to you

Is up for debate
While it is not fair

Some people just don’t care

Nathan Schroeder, Sophomore

Freedom of Speech

Chad Quinn,  Sophomore

Born into this world a Kennedy
A head above the rest
Boon to the world
A handsome young boy

Elected in 1960
No other could win
Engraved as an inspiration
New hope for America

Send our boys to space
Deport our boys to Vietnam
Straight on the path to success
Dead in the streets

Neil Green, Sophomore

A Synopsis

Paul Allison, Sophomore
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Theater Magic

     The teacher Mr. Promet confidently parades to center stage with a thick stack of neatly stapled papers in his right 
hand. His sophisticated private-school apparel teacher apparel, including an overcoat, khaki pants, and bland tie, 
contrasts with the lively personality radiating from his every movement. Elizabeth and Arthur follow behind as they 
look around the stage in wonder. Abigail follows behind them but looks around stage with mere suspicion. All three 
are wearing casual public-school attire, with Arthur also wearing a casual baseball hat.

Mr. Promet: (continues to center of stage and then turns to face the others) Ladies and gentlemen! (Outstretches arms as if presenting 

the entire stage as a beautiful landscape) Welcome to the theatre! Here, we create one of the greatest and most powerful 

forms of media and entertainment in all of human history. And we, as the actors, are the living instruments of 

this grand performance.

Elizabeth: (Arthur and Abigail wander around up stage while Elizabeth addresses Mr. Promet from his right) What do we do then?

Mr. Promet: We follow the script. (Sees that Elizabeth is confused) This script in my hands (gestures to stack of papers in hand) 

details everything needed to properly perform this show. Every gesture, word, sound, color, and costume piece 

is documented within these pages. What is written, we perform, and what is not, we do not, aside from a little 

personalization. (Addresses all students) Now, (Gets students attention) I want all of you to stand in a line right here (Gestures 

to down stage) and look that way (Points broadly over audience. Students come to downstage and see audience: Arthur stage left, Abigail in 

center and Elizabeth in right). These people seated before you are the audience (Elizabeth freezes up with stage fright). 

Arthur: (Waves to audience) Hello everybody!

Abigail: (Waves halfheartedly) Hi.

Mr. Promet: (Paces behind students, going from Elizabeth to Arthur and then back to Elizabeth) Take a good look at these fine peo-

ple, because through your work you are going to become great friends with all of them (notices Elizabeth’s stage fright) 

unless you have stage fright. (Walks next to Elizabeth) I can assure you that there is nothing to fear about the audience. 

See how amiable they are? (Encourages audience to wave and cheer towards Elizabeth. When audience reacts, Elizabeth sheepishly waves 

back.) There you go, nothing to fear.

Arthur: (Preoccupied, Arthur looks into stage left exit, spots Crew Member in all black apparel, and pulls him/her onto stage) So, if that is 

the audience, who is this? 

Mr. Promet: (Franticly runs towards Arthur) No, no, no! He (or she, depending on gender of Crew Member) can’t be 

exposed to the light! (Arthur hastily lets go of Crew Member. Crew Member scurries off stage. Mr. Promet gives a sigh of relief.) Sorry. I 
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haven’t told you yet. The people in black are the crew members, the invisible force of the theatre. They control 

everything that the actors don’t do, so (glares at Arthur) as long as you maintain a good relationship with them (re-

turns to regular expression), the show will run like a well-oiled machine. (Crew Member sneaks up to Arthur from stage left, steals his 

hat, and runs off stage right)

Arthur: My hat! (Chases Crew Member off stage right)

Elizabeth: Arthur, wait!

Mr. Promet: Oh, he’ll be fine. He entered the Backstage. (Sees Elizabeth is confused) Well, you see, the audience 

cannot see anything in the dark area outside of the stage. Therefore, to the audience, nothing there truly exists. 

(As he continues to talk, his tone changes to ominous) This absence of knowing forms a boundless realm of darkness and the 

unknown where the crew lurks in the shadows to conjure up the… (sees Elizabeth is still concerned and a little scared and 

returns to normal voice). Point is: he’ll be fine. 

Arthur: (runs in from stage right) I got you now… (notices he is back on stage and stops) Wait what...but I went forward the 

whole time.

Mr. Promet: See. There he is. (Puts arm around Arthur) Perfectly safe.

Arthur: (Still confused) But I went forward…

Mr. Promet: Don’t think about it too much. (Gives Arthur a pat on the shoulder and moves hand off Arthur)

Abigail: What does the crew actually do?

Mr. Promet: A lot. More specifically, makeup, lighting, props, and setting. Say you want an actor to have a tat-

too, temporary of course, or a sunset background, or an ice-cream cone (Toy or inflatable ice-cream cone is tossed from stage 

left for Mr. Promet.), or an armchair (Armchair appears behind Abigail near stage left exit. Abigail notices the armchair and casually sits in it.), 

or a small bench (small bench appears on stage right), or a…

Arthur: (passive aggressively) …or a stolen hat.

Mr. Promet: Why, yes, even a stolen hat. (Arthur’s hat is thrown at Arthur from stage right, purposely hitting him in the in the back of 

the head. Arthur irritatedly puts the hat back on) Pretty much anything we can fit under this roof. However, (aggressively taps 

script with every other word) it all must follow the script.
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Abigail: (After a few seconds.) But what’s even written on the script?

Mr. Promet: What?

Abigail: Well, (stands us out of chair and casually walks towards Mr. Promet) you put such an emphasis on the script, how 

everything needs to be done exactly by the script. Yet, what does the script actually say? (Extends out hand) I want 

to see it.

Mr. Promet: Absolutely. (Gives script to Abigail. Abigail takes it and starts to aggressively read the cover page. Arthur and Elizabeth 

crowd around her also trying to read the script. After a few seconds, Abigail looks up from script, confused and a little annoyed, and then back down 

towards script. Abigail furiously flips through next five pages, then flips it back to front cover. Mr. Promet stands content as if he planned for these 

actions to happen.)

Abigail: (Annoyed) There’s nothing on this stupid script.

Elizabeth: Maybe it’s invisible ink.

Mr. Promet: Nope. Your eyes don’t deceive you; there is absolutely nothing written on any of those pages. That 

is because it hasn’t been written yet. (Students are all still confused) That’s right, you are the ones who are supposed to 

write that script, and as everything must follow the script, (Takes pencil out of pocket and gives it to Abigail) the script must 

follow you.

Arthur: So… (point of revelation) we can write anything?

Mr. Promet: Exactly. With that pencil you have the power to transform the stage and create whatever you de-

sire.

Arthur: Well… (Takes pencil and script from Abigail and starts writing as he talks) What if I make Elizabeth walk to the bench 

(Elizabeth does the actions as Arthur says them), sit on the stool, and recite some Romeo and Juliet?

Elizabeth: (Broadly out to audience) O Romeo, Romeo! Wherefore art thou Romeo? Deny thy father and refuse thy 

name. Or, if thou wilt not, be but sworn my love, and I’ll no longer be a Capulet. 

Mr. Promet: Interesting…uh…I guess that’s a place to start…

Abigail: (Takes back pencil and script from Arthur and starts writing) (Passive aggressively) What if we kill off the annoying char-

acter?
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Arthur: Hey what… (faints. Elizabeth turns around and rushes to fan Arthur.)

Mr. Promet: Ok, let’s hold on there. You can’t just write random stuff for the sake of writing random stuff; you 

need plot. Without plot, the story is just a jumbled mess of actions without rhyme or reason. Therefore, although 

I do appreciate the effort, we are going to keep Arthur alive for right now. (Mr. Promet takes script and pencil from Abigail 

and draws an exaggerated horizontal line on script. Arthur awakens and breathes heavily as if he woke up from a nightmare. Gives script and pencil 

back to Abigail) However, for the sake of creating our plot, let’s pretend that Arthur did just die. How would he 

have died?

Abigail: Heart attack.

Mr. Promet: (pauses for a second) Ok. What follows a death by heart attack?

Arthur: There would be a will.

Mr. Promet: Good. Keep it rolling. And let’s say there is another character, possibly the main character, if we 

so choose. What would he get from this will?

Abigail: Money.

Mr. Promet: Ok, but we need something more than that.

Elizabeth: What about a map?

Mr. Promet: Yes, that works. Now, what would that map lead to?

Abigail: Treasure.

Mr. Promet: (A little annoyed) Come on, this is theater. Expand your mind. There are no limits to what can be done 

except the edges of your imagination.  

Elizabeth: How about it is a treasure map (thinks of what to say next during each “…”) … but… instead of finding trea-

sure… he or she finds… a soulmate! 

Mr. Promet: Yes! There it is! It needs refining, a lot of refining, but it is enough for an original backbone. Now, 

there is another crucial point to writing your own script: it needs to have a purpose. Your story must convey 

something to the audience, either a moral, an idea, or even a feeling. For this story, we could say “family is 

more important than riches” or “the benefits of exploring the world” or something like that. Whatever you want 
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Luke Hentz, Junior
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Justin Colvin, Senior

to express to the audience through your story is completely up to you, but whatever you say, make it your own. 

If what you want to say is too broad or overdone, try expanding it, elaborating it, giving it a twist, a new per-

spective. Make your story be exactly that: your story, your idea, your message to the audience.

Abigail: No, this seems like too much work. I’m done with this. (Abigail drops pencil and script and starts to exit stage left.) 

Mr. Promet: (Disappointed, he gives a sigh and then plays military taps with an air trumpet) 

Abigail: (Stops when she hears the trumpet and talks after trumpet) What was that for?

Mr. Promet: That was played in remembrance of another beautiful story that will never be written. Because, 

(walks over to bench, sets it middle of stage, and stands on it. Students huddle up around him) as you can see, there is another aspect of 

the practice of writing: it’s dying. People just don’t want to write and create anymore. (points to the script and pencil 

on the floor) You see the pencil and paper over there? Everyone else in the world has the same pencil, same paper, 

and something that they want to tell their audience. However, some people’s pencils are broken, others are lost, 

and others are left idle because their owners think that they cannot write, or they think that whatever they want 

to say is not worth being said. And even when they do finally pick up the pencil and apply it to the paper, they 

can never seem to finish what they started. However, this circular process of inactivity is how many dreams, 

perspectives, and ideas die before they were even born. William Shakespeare, Arthur Miller, Reginald Rose, 

Lin-Manuel Miranda, Steven Levenson, if they all thought that they couldn’t write or didn’t need to write, then 

the world would not have been blessed with the stories it wanted and needed to hear. So do not succumb your 

mind to idleness and conformity. Create, think, write. (Looks to audience) And when you do complete your master-

piece, your audience will be here waiting. 



Sam Poulos, Senior

Become someone’s sun, brightening their entire day.  If not, be-
come their illuminating moon, giving them light and reminding 

them that the bright sun will rise again.

Luke Hentz, Juniorpage 11



Feet pitter-patter
Coming ‘round from the curve
The pride lap begins
I hear “Let’s kick it!”
I feel the wind in my face
Winning the last straight

Nick Gettelfinger, Sophomore

Running #1 Victory Royale
I jump out and see the earth below

So many places I could go
Once I land there is no safe place
I must fight hard to win the race

I hurry to beat the storm
For me, winning is the norm.

Chris Fitz, Sophomore
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 War is Hell.  It does not take a man very long to see such a point of view when he is in it.  
War is hatefulness, yet it is an unneeded hate that divides people.  It causes so much emotion and 
yet so much silence at the same time.  Such an evil can only be wrought on this earth by the Devil 
himself.
 People are blind to what it is actually like.  I, myself, am as such.  We only get glimpses of it 
in books, such as All Quiet on the Western Front.  It is within this book we explore the mind of Paul 
Baumer, a soldier in WWI.  He falls victim to this kind of horror at the age of 19, and in the book 
you can tell it affects him dearly.  He sees men mangled and torn to pieces by mortars, machine 
gun fire, and grenades.  He even has to trudge through some of the “liquid” men on the battlefield.  
He also watches as horses are killed right in front of him for no sensible reason.  This is the reality 
of war.  
 As Paul finds himself slipping into the dark abyss called insanity, he finds himself a little 
niche just into this abyss. His name is Stanislaus Katczkinsky, and they are the best of friends.  
Then Kat dies, and his little niche gives way and he falls in.  Paul was gone; he’d given up and was 
ready to die.  Just two months before the end of the war. . . no, the end of insanity, hatred, and Hell 
itself.  He is shot in the back and lay there stone cold dead.  War is Hell!   

WAR IS HELL

Sam Hardebeck, Sophomore

If we want to live in a democratic society, 
We need to teach freedom of expression.

We need the freedom to say what we want.
We need the freedom to offend others.

We need the freedom to see and hear what others have to say.
We need the freedom to walk away from what we don’t want to see and hear.

We need the freedom to teach people how to make difficult choices.
We need UC-Berkeley, ACLU, David Duke, Ann Coulter, Black Lives Matter

 to be able to speak freely even when we disagree.
We need the press to follow the principles that apply to free speech as we enter a new era of social media.

We need the 1st Amendment to protect the sacred freedoms of 
religion, speech, assembly, and petition for this new modern America.  

Luke Zimmerman, Sophomore

WE NEED
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In all antiquity, never had a man exuded mercy as Eugene Roy had. Eugene was deemed “excessively pious” in 

his accordance with the Holy Scripture and its doctrines. While the vast majority of man knew the significance of observ-

ing the Fifth Commandment and philosophies like “turning the other cheek,” Eugene surpassed these expectations and 

refused to vanquish even the life of a diminutive ant, citing Psalm 50: “… and the insects in the fields are mine.”

On a mellow Sunday afternoon, Eugene Roy was struck with the fancy for a picnic, but not merely a stereotypical 

wicket basket meal. No, he would fashion a feast rivaling the banquets of medieval lore. Thus Eugene passed the next 

hours in labor, cooking his culinary masterpieces with the fastidiousness of a violin virtuoso. When the last pecan pie had 

cooled beside his open window, cakes and pies of myriad size and various dishes (foreign and domestic) were crammed 

into baskets and creels to be driven to Quaker’s Hill; Eugene believed this to be the only site offering unblemished views 

of the river below.

After reaching Quaker’s Hill, Eugene proceeded to blanket a parcel of land with a motley quilt on which his 

repast was laid. But at the instant of his prayer’s conclusion and the “amen” uttered, a small ant appeared, heading an 

unwavering course towards a crumbly apple pie. Eugene observed with curiosity as the insect advanced, hefted a crumb 

upon its back, and began the journey back to the nest.

“What are you doing, my small friend?” Eugene questioned the ant.

“Oh sir, please do not raise your boot against me! I solely yearn to nourish my family!” cried the ant, terrified for 

its trivial life.

“Do not fear, little ant. I am not akin to other men. Go on your way, but I implore you not to take any additional 

food,” said Eugene in reply, and off the ant went. Moments later, another ant appeared, this one traversing the journey to 

the garnished salmon. A vexed Eugene asked the insect, “Did I not tell you to refrain from coming back here to my food?”

“Great sir, I beg you not to crush me! We have not yet met, and I am simply garnering sustenance for my chil-

dren!” the ant pleaded. Though piqued, Eugene recollected Psalm 50 and allowed the creature to continue. No sooner had 

it vanished into the labyrinth of grass than another came, trailed by more and more until their magnitude extended into the 

thousands! Eugene witnessed with awe and dismay as the insects carted off every dish which he had arduously prepared.

Rage, raw and rampant, boiled in his heart. The wrath, however, was quickly quelled; in spite of the incident, 

Eugene was not entirely infuriated. Rather, a line from an article by Bill Vaughan which he had previously perused bore 

itself in his mind: “We hope that, when the insects take over the world, they will remember how we took them along on all 

our picnics.”

Forgive-ants

Joseph Kiely, Sophomore



Nathan Schroeder, Sophomore

trouble
That leaves you in an

emotional rubble
Some put their heads down

Some want to die
But their ups
Without any hiccups

And that is the nature
The Nature of life

Life is full of

and cry

Leave them in an unchanged state

LIFE

Nicholas Sandmann, Sophomore
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Sunny days
Unending fun
Making memories
Many fun nights
Every night is a party
Relentless fun

Andy Molique, Sophomore

SUMMER

Nick Gettelfinger, Sophomore

Endless Waves Crashing
The Ever-Present Ocean

A boat in the sea

Peter Maier, Sophomore

ThE OCEAN
Lance Knipper, Junior

The trees gusting in the wind
The grass bristling all around
Birds flying overhead
One falls and they are dead
The sun is setting
And the sky is dark

Anthony Cao, Sophomore
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Micah Cole, Sophomore

He is caught off guard,
Staring into the future,

Ready to face it.  

Jack Pitstick, Sophomore

Looking Forward
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 The Catcher in the Rye by JD Salinger was published on July 16, 1951.  Almost 70 years 
later, this novel still has relevance and can teach great lessons.  The novel teaches of how a boy, 
who feels isolated and alone, comes out of isolation because of his sister.  He realizes the im-
portance of family and loved ones as well as the importance of spending time with them.  These 
lessons that can be learned give the book redeeming qualities that keep it relevant to our genera-
tion.  
 The isolation that Holden, the protagonist, experiences throughout his journey is one of 
the most prominent themes in the novel.  He is no longer a chlild, but not yet an adult.  He is 
dealing with the death of his brother and his academic failures.  Isolating himself makes Holden 
realize that there are bettter things in his life.  This is similar to how a lot of young people feel 
in our current generation.  They feel as if there is nothing left for them and that there is no one 
left that cares for them.  Instead of taking a trip, they can isolate themselves by only connecting 
with others virtually, in video games or social media.  But just like Holden comes back to his 
old life with the help of his sister, young people in our generation can be reminded by the book 
that personal connections matter and that there is always someone who loves them in the world.
 After spending time with his sister Phoebe, Holden realizes the people in his life that love 
and care about him are the ones that save him.  This can remind our generations how important 
it is to spend time with other people, especially family and loved ones.  Not only can it make 
you as an individual feel better, but it can also be helpful to some of your friends or family that 
are struggling with their own troubles.  The novel can remind our generation how important 
being social and spending time with other people can be.  
 The final key point in this novel is how it is never too late to have a fresh start in life.  
Holden thinks he has ruined his life by the end of the novel, which is similar to how many peo-
ple in our generation would feel after something bad happens.  But, as he comes out of isolation 
into the arms of his loved ones, he realizes he has an entire life ahead of him to make up for 
it.  This shows that even though you may think you have ruined your life, it is never too late to 
make a change.
 In conclusion, although it is an old book, The Catcher in the Rye still has plenty of re-
deeming qualities for our generation.  The way Holden comes out of isolation into the arms of 
his family can remind us that there is always someone who loves us.  The novel also shows the 
importance of spending time with  family and friends, as well as being social and being with 
others altogether.  Finally, the novel illustrates that even though it may seem as if your life is 
over, it is never too late for a fresh start.  

Connor Ryan, Sophomore

Relevance in Catcher in the Rye
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Harrison Rich, Junior

Boy,
Unsteady, Nervous

Innocent, Young, Unsure
Caring, Kind, Loving, Smart

Grown, Wise, Ready
Brave, Confident

Man

Jack Pitstick, Sophomore

Metamorphosis
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There once was a man named Boris,
Who lived in the town of Norris.
One day he walked
Then stopped and talked,
And fell in love with a woman named Doris.

John J. Garvey IV, Sophomore

A Limerick 

A bean can be many things
It can be a lean-mean, petite, sarcastic machine

It can be a green bean that makes you strong but lean
Or it can be both?
Take your pick.

Truman Pierson, Sophomore 

To Bean or Not to Bean

It lights the world we live, bright and ever-present
Fire, sun, providing heat and warmth
Fire, Fire, powerful and bold
Ancient, modern, still the same.
Let there be light.  

Luke Eisner, Sophomore

Light

Some people do not see
All the beauty and horror

In which men can be.

Anonymous 
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A Modest Proposal For The Reformation of Human Interactions, 
Relationships and Internet Dealings, While Also Removing 

all Grammatical Errors In Speech and Text

Language is one of the greatest gifts ever bestowed upon a creature. However, this great tool of language is 
being used in terrible ways. Verbal abuse is running rampant in our society today. From inappropriate interactions in the 
workplace to cyberbullying, the lines of decency are being crossed in all sorts of new ways. Think of all of the poor teen-
agers, enduring daily barrages of horrible messages -and in some cases threats- from hateful peers. With the adolescent 
suicide rate quickly increasing, there must be something to be done in order to save the next generation.

This is why I call for an outright rejection of language as a whole. Indeed, this so called “gift” has become more 
of a burden than an asset. Truth be told, no one truly speaks a language as it is meant to be spoken; how could we let 
people use these corrupted forms of speech, especially as it is only used to break one another down?

Firstly, this would remove all bullying and “hate-speech.” Think of all of those children, knowing that no one 
could possibly post a hurtful comment on their social media, as neither party could understand such a message! Sec-
ondly, all cultural boundaries would come crashing down in an instant! Without disparities of language, any person is as 
culturally close to someone as he is to the next person.  Picture all of the different races that would benefit from this lack 
of language, no one would be referred to as yellow or black or red, humanity would be free to exist as a happy family. 
Wars would cease, and humanity would finally know peace.  Thirdly, if no one could understand another, there would 
be no relationships better than another. We’ve all felt alone, like an outcast with no friend in the world: well without 
language, everyone would be just as friendly to one another as to anyone else! Finally, every language is butchered to 
such an extent as it would unrecognizable from 200, 100, even 50 years ago. How can we allow such mangled speech be 
considered language? 

People say that without language, humans would have no method of communicating, thus all civilization would 
fall. I agree with the first part of this statement, but who has such little faith in our great species as to believe that we are 
so dependant upon language that we need it in order for survival? Far from it, language is nothing more than a crutch, 
hindering us from our true potential. Flinging it aside, we shall know our true destiny. Does a fish speak, does a bird un-
derstand another’s tune? Neither do, and yet they live freely and happily until their natural end. 

Humanity has been evolving and adapting for years and years. We invented languages, thus we have every right- 
and obligation- to remove it when it has served its purpose. For our species to continue, humanity must take the next 
logical step and blot this curse of words from its memory entirely.

Sebastian Ghering, Junior
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This work was inspired by the song Taxi Cab by Twenty One Pilots.

     Well, you did it again. You said you wouldn’t, you promised Him you wouldn’t, but you still did it anyway. 
What’s wrong with you?
     These words and other similar phrases kept bombarding her mind as she sluggishly walked on the seemingly 
endless sidewalk. The buildings around her were gray, dull, and without any sign of life; the same as what she felt 
inside. She didn’t remember how she got onto this desolate street, and she didn’t care either. She didn’t care about 
anything at the moment. The guilt of her actions gripped her mind too hard to consider those things.
     The only sources of light were the yellowing streetlights that dimmed the sidewalk; the gray buildings were 
void of light, no cars passed through the street, and even the stars refused to shine upon her tonight. She was 
fine with that. She knew she didn’t deserve any better light. She deserved the darkness her heart had decided too 
many times before.
     This feeling of defeat and hopelessness wasn’t anything new to her. This wasn’t the first time she did these ac-
tions and felt these disgusting feelings, and she knew it wouldn’t be the last. But this night, she promised that she 
would listen to reason, she wouldn’t forget her morals, she would be stronger, and she wouldn’t let temptation 
win again. But temptation was a cunning voice who was stronger than any human reason and stopped at nothing 
to achieve its dark pleasures and ruin the soul in return.
     Then, about half a mile away, lightning struck behind her, and rain began to pour upon the entire street. 
Within that lightning she felt the ominous wrath of God upon her. God, the one she betrayed, the one she turned 
down too many times for a lesser pleasure, the one whose judgement will finally be brought down upon her sin-
ful soul. She could hear the jury of her conscience cry “Guilty! Guilty! Guilty!” in an inescapable voice, and now 
it is time for the executioner to deliver the verdict and send her to where she belonged, to where she chose: Hell.
     She looked up into the sky and shouted at God, “Go ahead! Strike down this wretched soul of mine!” At those 
words, she finally broke down: she fell into the wall of a gray building, put her head against her knees, and cried.
     But then, she couldn’t feel the raindrops on her soggy clothes anymore. She still heard the rain, but she 
couldn’t feel it. In fact, she heard a new sound: raindrops tapping the tarp of an umbrella above her. She lifted her 
eyes to the person holding the umbrella above her and recognized the person’s face immediately. His robes were 
a dazzling white, almost like they, or his whole body even, were giving off their own majestic light. His expres-
sion was calm, amiable, and sympathetic; his eyes were as if they could read the soul, and his smile as if he cared 
for you despite the horrors that were written. She knew exactly who this shining figure was, and he was the last 
person she wanted to see right now.
    She tucked her head again in torment. “Go away,” she managed to mumble between her knees, “Haven’t I al-
ready failed you enough. You can’t save me. We’ve tried; over and over and over again we tried, but we always end 
up here, without any sign of improvement.”
     “Do not be afraid, for that is no reason to stop,” the shining man said to her. Still sitting in misery, she lift-
ed her head again to the shining man standing over her. There was a glimmer of hope in her tearful eyes at his 
words. “I never said you wouldn’t fall, I said I would never leave you because you fell. Like the night, there will 
always be sin, and there will always be times you will be tempted by this sin, but like the sunrise, the light will 
always return for you, and a new day will begin. It is your choice to awaken to that new day.”
     He extended his radiant hand towards her. The glimmer of hope grew brighter within her eyes and seemed to 
travel to her arm, which now let go of her shin and accepted the shining hand. He helped her up, and, stagger-
ingly, she got back to her feet.
     “Do you love me?” the shining figure asked her.
     “Yes”, she replied with a determined nod.
     “Do you regret what you have done?”
     “Yes.”

The Forgiveness
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     “And will you promise to again follow the light, though it may not be your last promise?”
     There was a moment of hesitation. Could she really change? Could she handle the possibility of failure again? 
Could she rise above the darkness should it engulf her again? She looked at the shining man again, and he re-
turned to her a smile of encouraging hope, hope that maybe she could still recover the light she once had; a hope 
she wanted to believe in, but never had enough of a reason to do so. Now, renewed within her, there was a reason 
and an answer.
     “Yes”
     “That all you need,” The man said as he produced a set of keys and clicked the unlock button on a remote. The 
lights of a car lit up behind him. It was a classic taxi cab of a rich yellow, a yellow so bright that the surrounding 
darkness seemed to have no effect on it. She climbed into the cab’s backseat, and the shining man stepped into 
the driver seat and started the engine.
     “Where are we going?” she asked from behind.
     “The morning sun, where your sins will be washed away and all you did will be undone.”
     “How long will it take?”
     “As long as it needs to.”
     As the car’s brightness pierced through the dark street, the radio was playing. It was a sad piano song, but it 
was played in a way that within it there was underline tone of hope, of light, of love, of forgiveness, of a bright 
future she was determined to make a reality. Over the horizon, the first rays of the sun began to shine between 
the gray buildings and into the interior of the taxi cab. The light had returned to her once again.

Luke Hentz, Junior
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Hours spent on the practice of communicating
A loud clash of a soft hammer

Resonates a universal language
A dedication of life

Expressing sorrow
        joy
        anger

Mastery unlocks a whole new world
Filling others with the feelings you feel.

John Lawrie, Sophomore

THE PIANO
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Rembrandt’s finest creation
Engrained in the skies
No match to 
The leaf  of  a tree

Men succombed out of  stone
Poked and broken until perfection
Forms no comparison to 
The water that flows

Buildings made from nothing
Their tips touching the sky
Will never feel the same as 
Your hair in the wind.

Neil Green, Sophomore

Nature’s Beauty
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I still don’t know what happened.
Doctors tell me there is nothing.
I disagree.
I felt IT inside me.
Churning, swirling.
Building up.  Increasing.
Waiting to erupt from deep within.
Building.  A cry for help.
No answer.
I could feel IT.  Starting to consume me.
I look to those closest.
Still no answer. 
Devouring from inside.
Gnawing at me.
Detonation.
Everything stopped. 
Time stood and started.
The old me was gone.
I’m its place, a husk of human.
A husk filled with nothing but tears.
A rill of tears.  That became me.
Three days.
Little water and food.
Constant sadness.
The doctors say it’s nothing.
I disagree.

OUTCRY

Mason Brewer, Sophomore

Kevin Finke, Junior

A boy was wandering along a road,
Smiling and skipping with innocent bliss.

Far down the path he thought he saw a toad,
As he got close, he knew it was not this.

Ideas of looking, he did dismiss.
Yet, curiosity embraced the boy,

A chance to explore, he would dare not miss.
He soon could see that it was not a toy,
But a helmet of a young biker showed

Beside him a needle that his life slowed.

John J. Garvey, IV, Sophomore

The Needle
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She rummaged around in the bag. Again. “No, there’s only one.” 
 “All right… what color is it?”
 “Yellow.” Crouched over the bag, she turned her head to look at him. The sort of look that told him 
she was a little worried- relying on him. It gave a tingling up and down his spine to see it. He straightened his 
back. He faked a smile, moving his head up and down, pretending to think. You can’t say no to that look.
 “Ye-e-e-e-s… We can make it work. And it’s a small one?”
 “Yeah, We used the last big one in the tunnel.” She looked at him again. This time, her eyebrows raised. 
Questioningly. Could she see something? Hector couldn’t tell. It felt so wrong: she knew more about him than 
anyone. But more than anyone else, she knew absolutely nothing.
 “Hector?”
 “Yeah?”
 “Are you alright?” Gosh. When a girl asks you that, you eventually answer. But eventually was not now.
 “Oh, yeah, I’m fine.”
 “You sure?” This felt different. She hardly ever noticed things like that. 
 “Well…” He was on the brink. He was about to gush it all up. Start talking. And he knew that would 
bore her, maybe make her feel uncomfortable- or worse. He might end up dumping things he didn’t want her 
to know. But he did want her to know... Here, she doesn’t really care. She’ll get bored and forget about it. Just 
got to change the subject:
He said, “I mean, can’t we just… Use the last jar and get out of here? I mean it’s not our fault, we didn’t bring 
that big snake thing here.” Oh yeah, there was a giant snake thing.
 “Hector,” Could she tell that wasn’t it, not what he was worried about? She looked deep into his eyes. 
Not too deep, though. “You’re getting nervous already? We just got here.” She smiled. That was just for him- 
the smile. It flowed all around him, warming him back up.
 “Oh, yeah of course. It’s only been what, 18 hours since I’ve eaten last? Yeah, we just got here.” Good. 
He was teasing again. Now if only he could get out of his head and back to earth... Why couldn’t he be like her? 
You know, not thinking about things. If you don’t think, you can just live. Living is much better than thinking. 
 She was serious again.“Wait, are you actually hungry?” That was strange... it sounded like she actually… 
might be… concerned… 
 “No, no, I can wait. There’s nothing around here, anyways. Let’s finish this.” She nodded. 
“Do you want the jar though?”

Ok, so this has gotten a little boring. I mean who really cares about what poor Hector is thinking while talking 
to her? Let’s just have the monster surprise them. That would be much more fun.
“Um, I-” The floor erupted, and the big blue snake emerged. Shimmering in the- Oh crap! I forgot to describe 
the setting. Gimme a sec... Ok, here we go: The school was abandoned for the night, but the lights were on. 
The meeting hall was on one end of the hall, with the cafeteria on the left of it. It stung; the piercing white 
lights in the empty building. Everything just screamed to be left in darkness, as if the light were hurting it. 
Everything needs to sleep. 
How was that? Anyways, back to the story: The only logical thing to do was run. And run they did. It slithered 
behind them, though. But it wasn’t that fast. I mean, I could sort of make it seem like it was a close race to add 
suspense and stuff, but that sounds really, really hard, and screw that. They turned into a classroom.
Backs up against the wall, there wasn’t a ton of options. Hector made a decision:
 “You’re using the jar and leaving.” He said. She looked at him for a moment, then rolled her eyes.  
“Hector, we’ve talked about this. You always try to send me away. And I’m not going.”
“Listen, you-” the monster tore through the door. The kids just sort of looked at it. Lizzy got out the jar. Hec-

JARS
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tor drew his sword. The dragon lunged at them. Hector dropped the sword. The jar broke, instantly releasing 
a yellow glow, little ribbons of light encircling the three of them, girl, boy and monster. The classroom fell 
away, replaced by green forests and greener fields. The monster was on top of them. Well, the half of the 
monster that was brought with them. It was a very dead half. 
 “Eaaaauauuuuuuuggggghh!!” Lizzy wasn’t happy with the dead monster. “Why does it have to be so 
disgusting when it dies?” They laid down on the grass, staring up at the Island stars, letting the adrenaline 
dissipate. They laid there for a long time, breathing heavy, not saying anything. Lizzy sighed. Now it was 
Hector’s turn to ask.
 “You ok?” Of course she’s ok! He had no reason to think otherwise: she was fine. Gosh, why did he ask 
that?
 “Yeah, I’m all right. Just a little stressed about all this stuff.” So she was a little off! How could he 
have not seen that? Because he was only thinking about himself. Because he was too selfish. Why couldn’t he 
be more thoughtful?
 “Well, anything you want to talk over?” Great, now he just sounded like he was being nosey. Sitting 
up, she said:
 “Well… there actually kind of is…” Wait, what? She never had anything she needed to talk over. She 
was perfect. Nothing ever got to her. Ever.
 “Oh, what’s up?” That sounded like he was annoyed. Did she think he sounded annoyed? He wasn’t 
annoyed at all, in fact he- 
 Hector put his arm around Elizabeth’s shoulder. “I’m here.” He said. He had no idea what made him 
do it. But he did. 
 “It’s just that…” she swatted some hair from her eyes. “I-” She was staring at the ground. What was he 
supposed to do? Wait for her to talk about it, or let her know he was listening? There had to be a right thing 
to- 
 “Hey, I’m here.” He said softly. It sounded pretty spot on, just like something in a movie or some-
thing: sweet and reassuring. He looked into her eyes. They had were wet and bloodshot. She had been silent-
ly crying for awhile now: how could he have not noticed? He was the one who noticed that sort of thing, and 
he had let her down.
 “I mean… I wasn’t going to tell you, but…” Ok, this sounded pretty serious at this point. She needed 
his help. “That dragon back there.” She wiped away a tear. “Well, that was… it’s been following me for years 
now. I’ve been so alone, and it’s been my only thought, trying to keep people safe from it. Trying to keep 
myself safe from it. I’ve been so scared for so long, and it was my fault that it got to the school, and my fault 
that it-”
 Hector pressed her close to his chest. She was sobbing now, clutching him tight. 
“You’re ok.” he said. “It can’t get you.” He lifted her chin, and looked into her eyes. “We’re a team.” He smiled. 
“If that ever happens again, you’ve got me. No matter what, I’ll be here. So next time you’ve got a dragon on 
your tail, let me know. Ok?”
 She didn’t say anything. She just sat in his arms. It was the most beautiful feeling Hector had ever ex-
perienced. But he wasn’t dwelling on that. It didn’t even occur to him. He was thinking about how he would 
protect her, physically, spiritually. Thinking about how he would keep her safe. And thinking about how 
tomorrow he was going to ask her out to dinner.

Sebastian Ghering, Junior

Drew Hummel, Senior



     The fear and anxiety begin shortly before the battle.  I tremble, and a nervous sweat trickles down my brow. 
Self-doubt plagues my thoughts. My heart races. I ponder upon the consequences should I lose, and the spoils 
should I win.  If I should fail, all my men would fall; I would be humiliated, and worst of all, my rightful place as 
king would be stolen from me.  If I win, the glory will be all mine.   
    I stand at the back of my army.  All of my men are at my sides and in front of me. Every soldier able to fight 
has come prepared to lay down his life for me and they will protect me to their death.   
    My wife is at my side. I did not protest when she requested to accompany me. I was glad.  She is my most 
trusted advisor and my deadliest assassin. She clutches my hand and my racing heart relaxes.  I am the king of this 
army and our great nation. Although the circumstances that brought us together as a nation are unknown to us 
now, we stand united by our cause: to defeat our adversary.  
    We march onward toward the spot for battle.  Over the hills, I spy a glance of the enemy, and my heart begins 
to pound again.  
As we approach the shadow of the adversary, the presence of our enemy looms over us like a torrential storm 
cloud waiting to burst.  The enemy has the same formation as my own forces, as if mimicking us.  The only seem-
ing difference is their skin, not a colored man among them.  The entirety of their army is white, as if the soldiers 
were made from snow. Their goal is the same as ours, to eliminate us and topple me.  The long march to the 
battlefield has not prepared the men, nor myself, for this moment.  I make eye contact with the lord of the other 
kingdom. He stares at me with eyes cold enough to freeze hell over.  The enemy beings to chant cries of war.  My 
men have no such attitude about them. 
    Although the lump in my throat and the shaking of my legs protest, I must speak to my men.  I stride to the 
front of the line and begin my speech. “Men!” I shout. Even the other side quiets down. The entirety of the world 
centers on me as I speak. I clear my throat and proceed. “The enemy will not overtake us today, nor any other 
day.  They will come for your wives, your lives, your children!  They will stop at nothing to outwit and outman 
you.  We will not let that happen.  We will fight not as individuals today, but as a nation; a nation of brothers, 
sisters, fathers, and mothers.  A nation that will not concede. A nation that will rise up when called upon to defeat 
any threat to our lives and our peace.  And we…will…win!” The men erupt in shouts of approval and instantly 
their moral is boosted.  I step behind my men into my proper place and adjust the crown on top of my head.   
    The enemy gives no warning nor reaction to my speech.  Instead, a foot soldier responds, marching straight 
toward my army. His white skin crawls as he strides confidently towards us. My hand shakes as I beckon my 
soldier to meet him.  The two size each other up, but do not engage in combat. Another foot soldier joins his 
white comrade.  This time instead of biding his time, my soldier strikes down the enemy, quick and painless.  The 
enemy attempts a flank and my forces counter by positioning knights in the center of the battlefield.  The fight is 
just beginning.  
    The battle is long and painful.  The men have not yelled, nor screamed, nor chanted since it began.  The battle 
is fought in almost complete silence.  Only the occasional death of a soldier results in a brief clash of armor, and 
then it is over almost as soon as it began.  Eventually, the enemy appears to be beating us.  Nearly all my men 
have been killed, and even our religious leaders have been slain.  Our causalities are many, but we have put up 
resistance.  The enemy has lost a considerable amount of foot soldiers and half of their legion of knights has been 
defeated. We enter deeper into the battle and my nerves get worse.  My wife has not yet left my side but now she 
departs, running straight across the battlefield to save a foot soldier.   
    The battle draws on until it feels like it may never end.  An enemy’s group of foot soldiers strike down my cas-
tle, the only protection my army had left. My Queen turns and faces me. 
My wife looks me in the eyes; she knows what she needs to do.  She crosses the battlefield in a slow, rhythmic 
motion.  Her final dance as Queen of my kingdom.  The enemy sees the opportunity and strikes without a sec-
ond thought. The enemy’s castle fires a shot from a ballista directly in front of where my Queen is standing. She 
goes down, her head on the other end of a stake.  I do not sink to my knees, nor do I mourn for her, for because 
of her, victory is now inevitable. My heart flutters, as this will finally be the end of the conflict.  I will be a renown 
king.  The spoils will be all mine.   
    With the battle closing, I think about the sacrifices that have been made in my honor. Men, Horses, and most 
importantly my wife have laid down their lives for me.  They will never be forgotten. It is time to end this.  My 
knights, clad in armor as black as night,  trot into position, trapping the enemy King where he cannot escape, 
assuring his death.  
    I adjust my glasses after letting go of the piece, and look up from the board.  “Checkmate,” I murmur to my 
opponent.

Avery Dietz, Senior

Another Day at War
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Andrew Topmiller, Senior
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There once was a guy named Jack
Who saw his world in white and black.

Maturity upon him preyed.
Suddenly, his world saw grey,
And reality gave him a whack.

Jack Pitstick, Sophomore

The Bushwhack

We want all to go lovely
But sometimes we start stumbling

Tumbling, fumbling
Things can get so troubling,

Well your friends should have your side
But fake friends do not abide
And real friends say they tried

But it is clear that they lied
It’s all right

Because everything turns up
Even if  you’re feeling low and have a long way up

If  your head is hanging low, make sure that it stays up
Because difficulty lessens like a wide open layup

When will it happen, we don’t know
We don’t know how our life will go

We’ll take some hits and dodge some blows
And have the good counter the lows

Lucas Goetz, Sophomore

It’s All Right
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 “‘It was your first stirrings. Father and I have been expecting it to happen to you. It happens to every-
one. It happened to Father when he was your age. And it happened to me. It will happen someday to Lily. And 
very often,’ Mother added, ‘it begins with a dream’” (Lowry 57). Dreams: the kryptonite to any potential utopia. 
Though they are just figments of the mind’s imagination, dreams prove crucial to expressing an aspect as essen-
tial to mankind as water or air: individualism. The suppression of dreams and memories, of individualism and 
uniqueness, is the basis for Lois Lowry’s Newbery Medal-winning work The Giver. It centers on a boy named 
Jonas who would acquire a job as inimitable as it was essential: the Receiver. This profession required Jonas to 
absorb the vast memories of mankind prior to Sameness, a state lacking “life where nothing was ever unexpect-
ed. Or inconvenient. Or unusual. The life without color, pain, or past” (Lowry 165). In recent times, The Giver 
has become the subject of much speculation for its suggestive natures of sexual awakening and euthanasia. For 
these reasons, condemnation of the literary work has led to its banishment in numerous school districts.
 The Center for Disease states that males encounter a stage of maturation called puberty between ages 
ten and fifteen. Jonas, who at The Giver’s beginning was eleven going on twelve, would thus be at the zenith for 
this natural phase to occur. As the prefatory excerpt from the book details, Jonas had been witnessing “stirrings,” 
experiences implying puberty. He recounts a dream in which he and his friend Fiona were in a bathing room. “‘I 
wanted her to take off her clothes and get into the tub,’ he explained quickly. ‘I wanted to bathe her.’” To lessen 
such thoughts, Jonas takes a diurnal pill. This pill is the essence of Sameness; through the relegation of emotions 
and dreams, the drug preserves a uniform world. Understandably, guardians of adolescent readers would not 
want a passage comprising sexuality and drug references accessible for minors. However, the attempt to safe-
guard childhood innocence should not result in the restriction of freedom of speech, no matter the content. An 
equilibrium between unrestricted perusing and constraint on account of maturity may be difficult to achieve, but 
the banning of The Giver over sexual content cannot be permissible; as The Giver told Jonas, “‘Memories need to 
be shared’” (Lowry 154).
 “‘Release is always like that? For people who break the rules three times? For the Old? Do they kill the 
Old, too?’ ‘Yes, it’s true’” (Lowry 153). The preceding dialogue details Jonas’ reaction upon grasping the true 
nature of Release: death, euthanasia. In Lowry’s The Giver, Release, particularly that of the elderly, was “a time of 
celebration for a life well and fully lived” (Lowry 7), and the Release of a newchild was seen with regret. Never, 
however, was a Release witnessed with remorse. As with the previous point regarding sexual explicitness, parents 
may feel discomfort when deliberating such a sensitive topic with children, and seldom would they want their 
child to discover death on his or her own. Yet again, restrictions on the basis of maturity may be prescribed for 
books, but a story’s banning is never a solution. In reading such books as The Giver, one realizes what a lack of 
morality can lead to in society: desensitization, impertinence for life, dehumanization.
Through its expulsion internationally, Lois Lowry’s The Giver is foreshadowing the inception of a world similar to 
Jonas’, a world incompetent of color and fulfillment. Though her book incorporates euthanasia and sparse sexual 
fragments, delicate topics in contemporary society, proscription of it (or any other literary work for that mat-
ter) is inadmissible. As Lois Lowry stated, “I think banning books is a very, very dangerous thing. It takes away 
an important freedom. Any time there is an attempt to ban a book, you should fight it as hard as you can.” By 
censoring works akin to The Giver, mankind is consuming the same “pill of ignorance” the citizens of Jonas’ mi-
crocosm took, one that could create a utopia, yes, but at the expenditure of every freedom so dear to the human 
heart. Unless The Giver and its fellow banned works once again reside freely among bookshelves, the human race 
will continually restrict itself to an irreversible extent; mankind will progress down a road leading to a society of 
Sameness, one without feelings, without choice, without dreams, without individuality, without humanity.

Works Cited/“QUESTIONS ANSWERED.” Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention, 9 May 2015./Lowry, Lois. The Giver. Houghton Mifflin, 2004.

The Pill of Ignorance

Joseph Kiely, Sophomore
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